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SUMMARY 

Based on the moving boundary equation for weak electrolytes, a relationship is 
derived between the amount of an ionic species in an isotachophoretic zone and the 
corresponding zone length in the isotachopherogram, and the concept is introduced 
and investigated of the relative correction factors, which permits the quantitative inter- 
pretation of isotachopherograms obtained under variable working conditions. The 
relative correction factor, Dx,R, has been proved to be constant to within 1 % (relative) 
for a series of organic acid anions for four leading electrolytes that differ widely in 
their net mobilities and concentrations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problems involved in quantitative analysis by isotachophoresis have been 
given relatively.little attention1-3 and published papers have been concerned with the 
statement of ,direct proportionality between the amount of an ionic species and the 
corresponding zone length, In such a case, it is essential for each proportionality con- 
stant to be determined by a separate calibration. The problem of calibration has been 
reduced to determination of a universal calibration constant3 representing the free cross- 
section of a column and the amount of any given ionic species is determined as the prod- 
uct of the calculated theoretical adjusted concentration of the species in its zone, the 
respective zone length and the universal calibration constant. The principle of both 
methods is simple, but their applicability is limited to instances in which identical and 
strictly constant working conditions can be ensured during both the calibration and the 
analysis, in particular the qualitative and quantitative composition of the leading elec- 
trolyte, the density of the driving electric current, the hydrodynamic counterflow and 
the temperature. Further, if the universal calibration constant3 is employed, one must 
know the absolute values of the concentrations of all ionic species present in the leading 
electrolyte and all data necessary for calculating adjusted concentrations, such as 
ionic mobilities and dissociation constants. In addition, it is essential to know the abso- 
lute amount of sample used. .’ 

It is often difficult to satisfy all these requirements, for example, in the analysis of 
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samples that contain species the effective mobility of which is higher than that of the 
leading ionic species under given workin.g conditions. In such a case, during the separa- 
tion process: the faster species enters the leading electrolyte zone and changes the leading 
zone composition. The concentrations of the sample components in their respective 
zones adjust themselves to a new mixed leading electrolyte and their actual values can 
differ substantially from the values theoretically predicted or determined by calibra- 
tion with a standard mixture. In addition, changes in leading electrolyte composition 
can also be caused by some artifacts entering the leading zone from the electrode 
chambers through membranes and/or changes can arise directly in the leading zone 
owing to the selective permeability of membranes (cJ, ref. 4). Another problem is the 
presence of impurities in the leading electrolyte, when deviations of the actual com- 
position from the theoretical composition occur as systematic errors in the calculated 
adjusted concentrations. Moreover, both of the previously mentioned methods of 
quantitative analysis, based on the use of absolute calibration data, may suffer from 
large errors if the calibration data measured under given working conditions are used 
for interpreting isotachopherograms obtained at different conditions, e.g., at a dif- 
ferent electric driving current. This last limitation pertains even to the use of the uni- 
versal calibration constant (c$, ref. 3). 

It is therefore essential to carry out quantitative isotachophoresis by other tech- 
niques that eliminate some of the above problems. In particular, the calibration data 
should be of more general use, i.e., calibration data measured under a particular set of 
working conditions should be valid under a different set of working conditions. These 
requirements are realized by utilizing the concept of the relative correction factors and 
by techniques of quantitative analysis based upon this concept as it is commonly used 
in quantitative analysis by gas chromatography6. 

THEORETICAL 

Concept of relative correction.factors 
A basic reason for using correction factors is to simplify relationships between the 

amount of an ionic species in its zone in the column and the corresponding length in the 
isotachopherogram in such a way that we can convert any zone length recorded in the 
isotachopherogram into arbitrary mole units by using a simple factor dependent only 
upon the respective ionic species. It is therefore necessary to define in a quantitative way 
a suitable parameter -correction factor- the magnitude of which is characteristic 
of the given species. A zone fi of an ionic species X is represented by the solution of 
this species, the concentration of which in it is cX,o. This solution occupies a certain 
volume, Vx,a, in the column. Provided that the composition of the leading electrolyte 
(zone a) is given, the concentrations of all species under separation in their respective 
zones are fixed, irrespective of both the magnitude of the electric driving current and 
the hydrodynamic counterflow (cf. ref. 6). This means, for a given leading electrolyte, 
the volume VX,~ represents uniquely the moles of species X, n,, present in zone p, and 
it is given by the expression 

‘vx.B = 
1 

-.nx 
cx.0 

However, the quantity CX,,~ depends on the composition of the leading electrolyte. The 
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following considerations are intended to eliminate this specific quantity cx,,g by sub- 
stituting it with appropriate quantities the values of which are either directly available 
from experiments or are constant throughout the whole separation process. 

The moving boundary equation for weak electrolyte systems7*8 can be written 
(see ref. 9) as: 

lJx.a’Cx.a _ ~~X.P’CX.P = 
Ka KP 

J’a.6 (Cx.a - Cx.0) 

The quantity va.8 is the volume in millilitres through which the boundary moves per 
coulomb passed. The specific conductances of the two zones are Ka and KB. The quanti- 
ties Cx,a and CX,~ are concentrations (moles - 1-l) and UX,a and ux,p are net mobilities10 of 
the ionic species X in zones a and /?, respectively. Jsotachophoresis is a special case of 
the moving boundary system, where, with the exception of buffering counterionic 
species, each separated ionic species is present in one zone only and, at the same time, 
all zones migrate with the same velocity. If the buffering counterionic species is denoted 
by the symbol 13 and the leading ionic species and leading zone are designated as A and 
a, respectively, and, further, the symbols X, R, S, . . . . and & e, 6, . . . . represent ionic 
species under separation and their zones, respectively, then it is possible to describe the 
isotachophoretic migration of this system in. the following way: 

1’a.B = 1’0 ,Q = Ve.a = l . v w a 
UA a ux P UR t? - ’ -A=---=... 

Ka KP Ke 
(3) 

Suppose that the zone p containing species A’ moves along the column while the electric 
current is I (C/set) and the hydrodynamic counterflow is H (ml/set). Then the zone /3 
proceeds along the column at arate,expressed inmillilitrespersecond, equal to 1. va,p--H 
and the time,tx,required for passing the wholevolume of zone /3, Lf,a (ml), through the 
detector is given by 

r* = VXd.3 
I* 1’a.p - H 

In the isotachopherogram, the length, LX, corresponding to the zone is b- tx, where b 
is the chart speed. Relating the zone volume, VX,~, to 1 mole of ionic species X and de- 
noting it by dx, then dx = Vx.a/nx and, by using eqn. 4, we can express the zone length 
in an isotachopherogram corresponding to 1 mole of species Xin the following way: 

Lx= b 

nX I* 1’a.p - H *dx 

The first term of the right-hand side of eqn. 5 represents a non-specific constant, 
the value of which is independent of the ionic species under analysis. On the other hand, 
the quantity dx (which can be called the “molar dilution of species X”, representing the 
volume of a zone in which 1 mole of the species Xis present) is a specific constant for the 
species X under given working conditions. 

If an analysis is carried out under constant working conditions, the non-specific 
constant is relevant to all ionic species separated in the same way and it is therefore 
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convenient to eliminate it. It can be eliminated by introducing a quantity called the “rel- 
ative molar dilution”,’ Dx,n,. defined as thejmolar dilution of the species X relative to 
that of a suitable reference species R separated simultaneously. Thus, 

dX 
DX*R = - = 

vx, alnx Lxlnx Lxlmx 
E-_-X 

dR vlz.elnR LRInR LRhR 

The last term in eqn. 6 is of considerable practical value as it expresses Dx,n directly 
from experimental data obtained by analysing one solution containing species X and 
R the molarities of which are rl?,y and 177X, respectively, and by evaluating the zone 
lengths, Lx and LR, recorded. By combining eqns. 5 and G we obtain 

Lx= 1, 

b 

’ ‘a.B 
_ H *dR- Dx.R-nx (7) 

Assuming one analytical run with a sample, for fixed reference species R and at constant 
working conditions (I, a, H), eqn. 7 can be written in a simplified form: 

where C represents an apparatus constant. Hence, it can be seen that the ratios Lx/Dx,n 
are directly proportional to the molar amounts of the respective species and represent 
directly the composition of a sample in arbitrary molar units. The method of converting 
the arbitrary molar amounts into the absolute molar amounts is then given by the work- 
ing technique used for the quantitation. The most important quantitation technique 
based on the concept of correction factors is the internal standard technique. 

Internal standard technique 
. 

To a defined sample volume, KY, containing species X, the molarity MX of 
which is to be determined, we add a defined volume, VS, of a solution of a suitable stan- 
dard species S the concentration of whichinthe solution is ms. By this procedure, there 
is obtained a mixture in which the concentration of the species X, mx’,is mx Vx/( Vx+ Vs) 
and of the species S, ms’, is msVI/( VX+ V.). After injecting a suitable amount of the 
mixture, we evaluate zone lengths LX’ and Ls’ in the isotachopherogram obtained. The 
unknown concentration of the species Xin the sample is obtained by inserting mx’ and 
ms’ into eqn. 6; 

mx L; Ds R Vs 
=-T 

~-----~-~ms 

DX.R vx 
A considerable advantage of this technique is that the amount of the sample injected 
need not be known and, further, that both the species under analysis and the standard 
species are separated during one run. The only calibration quantities required for the 
quantitative interpretation are the relative correction factors, DX,R and D~,R. 

Determination of relative correction factors and the validity of their values under variable 
working conditions 

The determination of Dx,R follows directly from eqn. 6. In practice, it represents 
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an analysis of a known mixture of both the species X and R. For investigating the pos- 
sibility of generalising Dx,n values, eqn. 6 is combined with eqn. 1, to give 

DX.R 
cR.e - 
Cx.8 

(10) 

As explained previously, the concentrations of ionic species in their respective 
zones are uniquely determined by the composition of the leading electrolyte and are 
independent of the electric current and hydrodynamic counterflow. Hence, it can be 
seen that this statement is also valid for the DX,R values. Thus, the value of DX,R is a 
characteristic constant of species X if all concentrations of the species present in the 
leading electrolyte are fixed. However, as D;u,n is a dimensionless quantity, the presence 
of some degrees of freedom may be expected in defining the composition of the leading 
electrolyte. If we consider a typical isotachophoretic separation of species X and R 
in aqueous medium with buffering counterionic species & where the system is well 
buffered and free H+ and OH- ions do not appreciably contribute to the electrical 
conductivity of the system, then the specific conductivity, K,T, of the zone #? containing 
species X is KP = c~,gj~ux,p + CO,,J-Z&J, where Z&P./P and UB.6 are the net mobilities of 
species X and B in the zone /3, respectively. Similarly, the specific conductivity, KQ = 

CII,Q* U&Q + C&Q l Urz,Q, where the meaning of the symbols is evident. AS the system is 
assumed to be well buffered, the pH values in the zones @ and e are constants corre- 
sponding to the acid-base equilibria of the species X and R with the buffering species 
B, respectively. This situation can be expressed by the relationships cB,s/cX,p = /CBX 

and CB,Q/CR,Q = I&, where I&X and /CBR are characteristic constants for species X and 
R and counterion 23. By combining all previous relationships with eqns. 3 and 10, we 
obtain 

DX.R = 
uR.Q . Ux.0 -I- h3x - UI3.B 

lrR,Q + ‘&R - Uiz.Q Ux,8 
(11) 

It can be seen that at constant pH values in the zones (which implies constant mobili- 
ties) and for a given counterionic species B, the D X,R value is a characteristic constant 
of the species Xfor a fixed reference species R. As the pH valuesin the zones of the species 
separated are governed by the pH value in the leading zone cc, the above assumptions 
can be related to the leading zone. Therefore, we can express the DX,R value by the fol- 
lowing relationship : 

Dx,&3, pHa) = constant (12) 

where the symbols in parentheses represent quantities that should be kept constant. 
This relationship has a considerable practical meaning as it gives a complete description 
of the working conditions that must be fixed in order that the D,r,n value should be a 
characteristic quantitative constant of the species X. Therefore, if the counterionic 
species B is chosen and the pH in the leading electrolyte is kept constant, the values of 
Dx,R, once having been determined, can be used for the quantitative interpretation of 
any isotachopherogram, regardless of the electric driving current, hydrodynamic 
counterflow and the mobility and concentration of the leading ionic species used. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The values of &,R were measured for some model acid anions chosen from the 
metabolic cycle of citric acid, with the use of acetate as the reference ionic species, by 
analysing 3-5 ,ul of model mixtures in which the concentrations of the species in ques- 

tion were in the range 0.004-0.007 M. Analyses were carried out on a capillary appa- 
ratus11J2, equipped with thermocouple detector” and with a PTFE capillary 30cm 
long and 0.45 mm I.D. serving as the column. The column was maintained thermo- 
statically at 23.5” and the electric driving current was stabilised within the range 70- 
lOOpA. Four different leading electrolytes were used: 0.0137 M and 0.011 M hydro- 
chloric acid, 0.0137 M nitric acid and 0.0081 M sulphuric acid. The pH was adjusted 
to 5.2 by adding urotropin, which served as the counterionic species. The terminating 
electrolyte was 0.01 A4 glutamic acid. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental values of the relative correction factors f)_..,Ac (AC = acetate) are 
given in Table I. The values represent arithmetic means of five measurements. The value 

TABLE I 

RELATIVE CORRECTION FACTORS DX,~ (R = ACETATE) 

Ionic 
species. X 

Citrate 
Succinate 
Fumarate 
Malate 
cc-Ketoglutarate 
Oxalate 

Leading ionic species 

0.0137 M 0.0137 M 
chloride nitrate 

----- -__---_. 
2.24 f 0.02 2.22 f 0.02 
1.79 f 0.01 1.79 f 0.01 
1.84 f 0.02 1.84 f 0.02 
1.91 f 0.02 1.92 * 0.02 
1.91 f 0.01 1.89 f 0.02 
1.72 f 0.02 1.72 f 0.02 

0.0081 M 
striphate 

.-_.-- 
2.23 & 0.02 
1.80 & 0.01 
1.87 =t: 0.02 
1.91 =t 0.02 
1.91 =t 0.02 

l - 

O.OllO It4 
chloride 

2.21 * 0.02 
1.79 =t 0.01 
1.87 =t 0.02 
1.90 & 0.02 
1.92 & 0.02 
1.71 f 0.02 

-.---_-- ._.__ 
Total 
average 

-- ----.-. - ._..- - ___. 
2.225 
1.793 
I .855 
1.910 
1.908 
1.717 

l Value omitted; for explanation, see text. 

of D_Y,Ac for oxalate is omitted for the case when sulphate was used as the leading ionic 
species because the difference in the mobilities of oxalate and sulphate was too low to 
be distinguished as completely resolved zones in the isotachopherogram. The precision 
of the given values, expressed as the relative width of the reliability interval for a con- 
fidence level of 95 %, is approximately & 1 % (relative). 

It can be seen that the total average of &.A0 for a given species Xis always within 
the respective confidence limits for all leading ionic species used. This means that the 
effect of different leading electrolytes on the &,Ac values is really insignificant. There- 
fore, for a given ionic species, the &,R values can be considered to be fairly good con- 
stants, irrespective of the concentration and mobility of the leading ionic species used, 
as was theoretically predicted. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

To summarize the features of the concept of relative correction factors, it can 
be said that once the &,R values have been determined by calibration under given work- 
ing conditions, they can be used for the quantitative interpretation of isotachophero- 
grams obtained under considerably different working conditions. When employing 
the internal standard technique, based on the concept of relative correction factors, 
D.Y,R, calibration can be carried out once under given conditions and then quantitative 
analyses can be carried out by using any suitable leading ionic species and its concen- 
tration, at a different electric driving current and hydrodynamic counterflow, and, 
moreover, the amount of the sample injected need not be defined. 
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